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ABSTRACT to support 13 years of north-south
stationkeeping. This is 16 times the mass
of entire Early Bird satellite.

In the case of a conventional ion
thruster, it is well known that the accel The mass of the on-board propellant is
grid erosion pattern for a two-grid now equivalent to the mass of the basic
thruster is very different from that of a communications payload; repeaters plus
three-grid thruster. The principal erosion antennas. This is not an elegant solution.
site for the two-grid case is on the The use of electric propulsion would reduce
downstream face of the accel grid, which the station keeping propellant mass by up
allows the sputtered grid material to be to an order of magnitude. The overall
dispersed over a wide angle. However, this propulsion system mass reduction would
face is not a major factor in the ion beam result in either savings in launch costs,
forming process, and the performance of the increased payload capacity, or some
thruster consequently remains relatively combination of the two.
constant over its lifetime. In a three- H f
grid system, the principal erosion site is s However, for commercial communication
the barrel of the accel grid holes. This satellite applications inelegant solutions
offers the benefit of a major reduction of can be preferable if they are more reliable

the contamination risk from the sputtered (provided they can do the job). This is

grid material, but at the cost of a gradual because on-station replacement costs have

reduction in thruster performance, owing to become so very high. When INTELSAT VI, F3,
the widening of the accel grid holes suffered a launch vehicle malfunction andthe widening of the accel grid holes.
Despite this drawback, INTELSAT has was stranded in low orbit, replacement

supported the three-grid design in the costs were estimated at more than $250
interest of protecting the adjacent parts million dollars. Thus any adverse effectsinterest of protecting the adjacent parts
of the spacecraft. Two methods of on overall spacecraft reliability are
alleviating the grid erosion problem are: unacceptable. In part for this reason, the

(1) to reduce the negative voltage of the INTELSAT VII satellites, currently under
accel grid, thereby decreasing the sputter contract to be launched in the mid-1990's,
yield, and (2) to thicken the accel grid, do not employ electric ropulsion. The RFP
so that the same total amount of sputtered requested the bidders to propose electric

material is removed over a larger lateral propulsion as an option, but the option was

surface area. The two processes are not exercised.

complementary in the sense that thicker Looking forward to the follow-on
accel grids permit a lower accel grid series of satellites to replace INTELSAT VI
potential without the onset of electron in orbit about the year 2000, once again
back streaming. This paper describes the electric propulsion is being strongly
results of a computer ion optics program considered. Current planning envisions the
used to study the effect of grid geometry replacement satellites to be large body
and accel grid voltage on the expected stabilised satellites, unlike the INTELSAT
erosion rate. Grid design models are VI series, which were spin stabilized.
typical of state of the art thrusters. This thinking favors the use of electric
Four-fold or more reduction in thruster propulsion, since the satellite power-to-
deterioration seems feasible by this mass ratio is generally larger for body
method. Comparison of computer results stabilized satellites.
with experimental results on backstreaming
indicates that the theoretical results are In considering the applications of ion
conservative. propulsion for communications satellites,

not only the reliability of the electric
propulsion system (EPS) must be considered,

INTRODUCTION but also any adverse effects of the EPS on
other spacecraft subsystems. The possible

The International Telecommunications adverse effects of the thruster plume on
Satellite Organization, INTELSAT, has been the solar arrays, for example, is an
interested in applications of electric important consideration. To alleviate this
propulsion for over 20 years. INTELSAT problem, INTELSAT has in the past favored
operates a fleet of 15 to 20 commercial the use of three-grid 1 ather than two-grid
communication satellites to provide ion thruster designs. ) However, it has
international, regional and domestic been shown' ) that three-grid designs are
services. The satellites have grown subject to a gradual deterioration in
enormously in mass and complexity; from performance, owing to accel grid erosion.
INTELSAT I (Early Bird), 39 Kg, 50 MHz One of the purposes of the present study is
bandwidth, to INTELSAT VI, 2600 Kg, 3,300 to reduce the rate of the observed
MHz bandwidth. At the same time the deterioration.
operational lifetimes have increased from
1.5 to 13 years. To support this increase Background on Grid Erosion
in operational lifetime, the on-board
propellant has increased proportionally. The grid erosion pattern for a two-
INTELSAT VI contains 645 Kg of propellant grid ion thruster is very different from
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that of a three-grid system, as shown in axisymmetric. The program is executed by
Figure 1 (taken from reference 4). What is imputing geometrical quantities to
illustrated here is the normalized characterize the screen, accel and decel
potential field which is generated in a grids, the grid potentials, the discharge
single set of grid holes during extraction plasma electron temperature, the propellant
and acceleration of ions from a plasma, ion mass and a desired perveance operating
For comparison, a three-grid (left half) point. For all cases examined in the
and a two-grid (right half) system are study, the decel grid was held at ambient
plotted with a common center line. downstream plasma potential.
Superimposed on the field lines are the
calculated primary beam edge, force vectors The solution associated with the input
(small arrows normal to the field lines) conditions is obtained in a several step
downstream of the accel grid, and typical process. First, approximate potentials are
charge-exchange ion trajectories (dashed computed at all mesh points in the region
arrows). The principal charge-exchange extending from the discharge plasma sheath
erosion site for the two grid system is on through the grid apertures to a downstream
the downstream face of the accel grid, plane at which it is assumed the beamlet
which allows the sputtered molybdenum to be will always be completely neutralized and
dispersed over a wide angle. However, this at a potential near that of the plasma
face is not a major factor in the ion beam downstream of the decel grid. These
forming process, and the performance of the approximate potentials are obtained by
grid system remains relatively constant assuming the ion density in the intragrid
over the thruster lifetime. In a three- region is negligible and applying agrid system, the main erosion site is the successive over-relaxation technique to
barrel of the hole in the accel grid, which solve Laplace's Equation in finite
results in a major reduction of the difference form. The sheath at which low
contamination risk from the sputtered velocity, uniform density discharge-plasma
molybdenum (i.e., less than half of the ions begin the intragrid acceleration
sputtered material is ejected in a process is assumed to be near a spherical
downstream direction, and even this segment with a large radius that intercepts
fraction is intercepted/collimated by the the screen grid aperture midway between its
third electrode). On the negative side, upstream and downstream surface. An
the widening of the accel grid holes axisymmetric, two-dimensional form of
results in a gradual reduction in thruster Newton's second law is next applied
performance. The rate of reduction f successively to determine trajectories of
efficiency in the (three-grid) XIPS typical ions originating at points near thethruster, for example, is 1%-2% per sheath surface. The fact that ions
thousand hours of operation, approach the sheath with the Bohm

velocity is reflected in the initial ionTwo methods of reducing the rate of velocities. The forces applied once the
thruster degradation are to (1) reduce the ions pass through the sheath are given by
negative voltage of the accel grid, thereby electric fields determined from the
reducing the sputter yield, and (2) thicken approximate intragrid potential data. The
the accel grid, so that the same total ion density at the sheath is established atamount of sputtered material is removed the value needed to assure operation at the
over a bigger area (the sides of the accel prescribed perveance condition.
grid holes). The first process can be Conservation of charge is invoked next toinvoked only up to the "backstreaming determine charge densities along each
limit", i.e., a condition which allows trajectory. Charge densities associated
electrons from the neutralizer and local with each trajectory are then summed at
space plasma electrons to stream back up each mesh point and the resultant total
the ion thruster grid holes. The second charge densities are used in a finite
process can be used until the ion beam difference form of Poisson's Equation to
edges begin to impinge on the decel grid. solve via the successive over-relaxation
The two processes are complementary in the technique for new (more accurate) values of
sense that thicker accel grids permit a potential through the intragrid region.
lower accel grid potential than do thin
accel grids. The axial location and shape of the

sheath is also adjusted at this point inINTELSAT is exploring these phenomena the solution procedure so that the
via a computer solution of the ion beam separation between the sheath and the
extraction/formation process. The work is equipotential contour a few tens of voltage
being done at Colorado State University by negative of it satisfy the space-charge-
Professor Wilbur. These computer solutions limited current density condition on the,
are known to be approximate in the upstream extracted ions (the Child-Langmuir Law)
(plasma extraction) region, but fairly The sequential procedure of computing
accurate in the space-charge-limited region trajectories, space-charge densities,
of the beam. In other words the phenomena potentials and sheath position is repeatedpredicted near the accel grid are probably until successive calculations yield results
realistic, that agree with those obtained in the

preceding calculation to within specified
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION tolerances on potential and sheath

position.
The ion trajectory and potential

profile data used in this study were TYPICAL INPUT/OUTPUT
computed for typical ion beamlets using a
Pascal code developed for use on a personal The first ion optics system studied
computer by K. Ishihara and Y. Arakawa of was that of the ring-cusp thruster design
the University of Tokyo. This code invokes of the Hughes Research Laboratories (HRL).
the assumptions of singly charged ions in a The input data given in the following table
two-dimensional beamlet that is is that for nominal operation, i.e., the
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conditions which resulted in 1%-2% from the nominal value of -300V at the
deterioration in thruster performance per constant (central hole) ion current density
thousand hours of operation. Input values of 0.19 mA per hole. Figure 2d corresponds
which will be varied in the course of this to an accel grid voltage of -200V, Figure
study are underlined. All other input for 2e., to an accel grid voltage of only -the HRL design were held constant. The 150V. By inspection, one can see the
three current levels given correspond to threat of electron backstreaming in Figure
the ion current through the central grid 2d, where the negative potential barrier ishole, through a typical hole at one-half at best very small. In Figure 2e, there is
the way out the grid radius, and through a clearly no negative potential barrier, and
typical peripheral hole. Note that the copious electron backstreaming would be
ring-cusp thruster design generates a very expected.
flat ion beam profile.

The Effect of Thicker Accel-Grid

ION OPTICS ANALYSIS INPUT DATA Figures 2f and 2g show the beneficial
FOR NOMINAL OPERATION effect of increasing the accel grid

thickness to 0.50 and 0.75 mm,
CASE HRL II-A respectively. In both cases, the other

input values are the sane as in Figure 2e,Number of Grids ................... 3 specifically, the accel grid voltage is
Screen-Accel Grid Separation only -150V. In Figure 2f, the
Distance........ .... : ....... 0.56mm backstreaming barrier is barely -25V, and aAccel-Decel Grid Separation trickle of high energy electron
Distance....................... 0.56mm backstreaming might be expected. In Figure

Screen Grid Thickness........... 0.25mm 2g, a -50V potential barrier is apparent
Accel Grid Thickness .......... 0.25mm and negligible electron backstreaming would
Decel Grid Thickness ........... 0.25mm occur.
Screen Grid Aperture Diameter.
1.905mm The United Kingdom Ion Thruster DesignAccel Grid Aperture Diameter... 1.14mm
Decel Grid Aperture Diameter... 1.52mm A second use of the ion optics program

was encountered during the course of
Propellant .................... Xenon studying the United Kingdom's ion thruster,
Net Accelerating Voltage ........ 750V which is a modification of the classical
Total Accelerating Voltage ...... 1050V Kaufman design. Kaufman type thrusters
Discharge Voltage ................ 28V generally have steeper beam profiles than
Discharge Plasma Electron Temp... 4.7eV do ring-cusp designs, a typical peak-to-

average beam current density ratio across
Runs made at three current levels the face of the grid being about 2.0. The

0.19 mA per hole UK's thruster also operates at considerably
0.13 mA per hole higher ion current density than does the
0.11 mA per hole HRL design, so that the peak ion current

through the central grid hole may be as
Output corresponding to this table is given high as 0.6 mA"'. If this is a valid
in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, i.e., one figure number, then the UK's nominal 3-grid
for each ion current density, design, as shown in Figure 3a, might

experience some direct beam interception on
The output is given in the form of the central region of the decel grid.

cross sections of the grid holes, the lower Decreasing the accel-decel gap from 0.75mm
boundary being the center line. Super- to 0.50mm, as shown in Figure 3b, seems to
imposed are the predicted ion stream tubes eliminate this potential problem. The
(upper figure) and the corresponding input for the UK grid design is given in
equipotential surfaces of the potential the following table.
field of the grid system (lower figure).
The values of the critical equipotential
surfaces in the vicinity of the saddle ION OPTICS ANALYSIS INPUT DATA
point (negative potential well which NOMIN\L OPERATION
surrounds the accel grid) are given. It
can be seen that the predicted ion beamlet CASE: RAE I-A
is well formed (upper figures) for all
three ion density values, and that Number of Grids....................... 3
potential barriers of at least -50 to -75 Screen-Accel Grid Separation
volts exist to prevent electron Distance....... .............. 0.75mm
backstreaming, i.e., electrons must have Accel-Decel Grid Separation
energies greater than that of the highest Distance....................... 0.75mm
negative equipontential surface that Screen Grid Thickness........... 0.25mm
"bridges the gap" of the accel hole. Note Accel Grid Thickness............. 0.75mm
that at the higher ion current of 0.19 Decel Grid Thickness ........... 0.75mm
mA/hole, the backstreaming barrier is only Screen Grid Aperture Diameter... 2.15mm
>50 volts, whereas for lesser ion current Accel Grid Aperture Diameter.... 1.75mm
of 0.13, 0.llmA/hole, the barrier is >75 Decel Grid Aperture Diameter.....2.15mm
volts. In other words, the onset of
backstreaming will occur at the central Propellant ...................... Xenon
hole before it occurs further out on the Net Accelerating Voltage ........ 1100V
grid radius. Total Accelerating Voltage ...... 1450V

Discharge Voltage ............... 45V
The Effect of Reduced Accel Grid Voltage Discharge Plasma Electron Temp....6.0eV

Figure 2d and 2e show the effect of Run made at peak ion current
reducing the negative accel grid voltage level..................... 0.60 mA/hole
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CASE: RAE I-B Rovang's experimental results can be
expressed by the empirical formula:

All input data is the same as in CASE:
RAE I-A, except that the accel-decel grid RMAX = 1 - 0.15/L (3)
separation distance is reduced to 0.50 mm.

The computed results for the UK
design, which operates near the maximum

a. This value was estimated from a capability of the grid system, are shown
knowledge of the total ion current, just below the experimental curve. The
the number of holes in the grid, and computed results for the HRL thruster,
the assumption of a peak-to-average which operates at a much lower ion current
ion current density ratio of 2.0. density, are seen to be well below the

experimental curve. Thus the computer-
predicted results are more conservative
than those observed experimentally.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Pertinent experimental results are
available in the literature under two This study indicates that the
headings: sputter yield and backstreaming. performance of low-perveance, three-grid

ion thrusters can be improved considerably
Sputter Yield by a combination of thicker accel grids and

lower negative voltage. The predicted

The ion sputter yield is defined as results are:

atoms sputtered per incident ion. Sputter
yields for xenon ions on molybdenum are
available from several sources, as given in Accel Grid Accel Grid Performance
a recent summary. ) In the present study, Thickness Voltage Degradation
average ion energy is arbitrarily assumed (per 1000 hrs)
to be about two thirds of the negative
potential of the accel electrode, since 0.25 -300 1%-2% (exper)
most of the charge exchange ions which are 25 -250 0.8%-1.6%
destined for accel impingement are born in 0.50 -150 0.25-0.50%
the negative potential well which surrounds 0.75 -150 0.16%-0.33%
the accel electrode. Sputter yields thus
estimated are shown in Figure 4, for
several ion thrusters which are currently
under development. These predictions, of course, would

have to be verified experimentally. If

Backstreaming they are valid, accel grid erosion of a
three-electrode extraction system would be

An exhaustive experimental study on no longer a matter for concern. This is
two-grid ion optics designs was done for especially important if the required
NASA at Co rado State University by Dean thruster life time is increased (e.g., if
C. Rovang. One of the factors studied NSSK thrusters are also used for 3-6 months
was backstreaming, measured near the of orbit-raising in addition to NSSK.
extraction capability limit of the grids.
A wide variety of grid designs was included For high perveance designs exemplified
in the study, so that Rovang's results are by the UK thruster, the accel grid is
almost universally applicable. His results already fairly thick (0.75 mm), and the
should be roughly applicable to three-grid problem appears to be decel impingement
systems also, except that backstreaming rather than backstreaming. Closing the
should occur slightly more readily in the accel-decel gap appears to eliminate this
case of the three-grid systems. This problem, but not so much as to allow any
tendency can be seen in Figure 1, where it significant reduction of the accel grid
is apparent that the -0.7V equipotential voltage. However, these predictions are
surface would probably "bridge the gap" in conservative by comparison with

the two-grid design, but would wrap around experimental results, and the high-
the accel electrode in the three grid perveance operation of the UK thruster may
design. Rovang's results on backstreaming well be feasible with tolerable thruster
(his Figure 24) are reproduced here as degradation over the mission lifetime
Figure 5. The ordinate is the ratio of the (e.g., NSSK). As in the case of the low-
net-to-total voltage and the abscissa is perveance thruster, forthcoming operational
the effective normalized length, a factor results will tell the tale. If the high
which is determined by the geometry of the perveance design proves marginal, computer
grid system. This factor is defined in the studies like this one may indicate the
figure as a function of the effective direction of fruitful design changes.
acceleration length:

,e = (1g
2 

+ rs
2
) (1)

The effective acceleration length is
also necessary to correlate the single-hole
perveance with the single hole current
(Figures 2a - 2g, 3a - 3b) by the following
formula:

NP/hole = hole V/ Vt 3/) l / d

(2)
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